
Server
Home office personal computer
98% see all e-commerce
so with source code links
on their browser at home:
these are open to DDoS attacks

With our «a4w secure ddos secure shop»
becomes a whole package of collected books
as with our movements -6-21 and
1:10:6:21 (ticking like teletext homepages) as
                               container in the browser or
                               Safely pointed into plug-in
                               there is no attack
                               aim more for hackers. In addition
                               comes the way of ordering that
                               not via third parties (hosting
                               company or web designer
                               safer in b2b accounting
                               Order two business
                               expires without third parties)

all our 6 products shop like watch movements
proceed as safely as shown below!

98% at the
competition like this:
standing in DDoS
War
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Server
Home office personal computer
98% see all e-commerce
so with source code links
on their browser at home:
these are open to DDoS attacks

With our "movements 1:10:6:21 and -6-21er"
a whole package is collected at a time
Newspaper work with 6 departments (constantly
updating like teletext homepages) as
                               container in the browser via
                               Preprocessor safely pointed
                               there is no attack
                               aim more for hackers, there
                               in a DDoS attack
                               only the loading process
                               is actively disturbed and none
                               dynamic elements like
                               as shown in the photo above
                               there are holes in the source 
                               code those that hackers always 
                               attack via DDoS.

Every minute or with the -6-21 movement at
each start will fresh a packet of messages
collected and as a chart of 12 or a block of 21
projected into the astronaut's helmet
written or by headphones or plain
updated on smartphone like teletext!

98% at the
competition like this:
standing in DDoS
War
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Server
Home office personal computer
98% see all e-commerce
so with source code links
on their browser at home:
these are open to DDoS attacks

With our «Agendamanager.ch»
a whole package is collected at a time
8-part agenda days directly from the server
pointed into the browser of the home office
                              and there by transformation
                              displayed at lightning speed – like
                              you can see this from the prepro
                              cessor technology is used to.
                              Everything is safe here too
                              DDoS. With the onboard computer
                              in the home button (double click)
                              can even repaired the Apple
                              become [ Help ]. Usually
                              the key speaks an existing
                              which appointment from with 
                              subsequent server
Time pronounced over loudspeaker audible

Every time you scroll through the agenda, namely
3 years back or 3 years ahead becomes a
packet by pointing to the browser
formatted in the server (preprocessing) and
                          transformed (projection)

98% at the
competition like this:
standing in DDoS
War
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